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Brillouin scattering study of elastic properties in ferroelectric copolymer single-crystalline films
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The in-plane elastic properties of as-grown random copolymer poly~vinylidene fluoride–trifluoroethylene!
single-crystalline films with 75/25 molecular ratio have been studied by Brillouin light scattering up to
;140 °C from room temperature, covering theD6h-C2v ferroelectric phase transition at;126 °C. The in-
plane longitudinal acoustic~LA ! phonons propagating parallel and perpendicular to the polymer chains were
examined. In spite of the strongly first-order nature of the phase transition, both LA velocities exhibit only a
broad down step in the temperature range between;100 °C and;130 °C, depending on the propagation
direction, with increasing temperature. The LA phonon width perpendicular to the polymer chains increases
with increasing temperature, and exhibits a broad maximum centered at;120 °C. On the other hand, the LA
phonon width along the polymer-chain axis is much wider than the width perpendicular to the polymer chains,
and continues to increase even in the paraelectric phase. Treating theEu symmetry electric polarizations
(Px ,Py) of the D6h point group as the macroscopic order parameter, a Laudau free energy was developed to
discuss the elastic properties. Using the free energy, we found that the elastic anomalies expected through the
electrostrictive couplings between the order parameter and the elastic strains are strongly suppressed by the
intrinsic electrical nature of the ferroelectric polymer. For both LA phonons, the temperature development of
the phonon frequency and width can be reasonably reproduced by the Cole-Davidson relaxation model for the
velocity dispersion with an exponent ofbCD50.4. The relaxation time was found to obey the Arrhenius law
t5t0 exp(DE/kBT) with DE50.5560.01 eV andt05(4.060.6)310218 s. At 24.0 °C in the ferroelectric
phase, the in-plane phonon width anisotropy can be reasonably described bygB(u)/2p50.1810.72 sin4 u for
the LA phonon andgB(u)/2p50.0210.095 sin2 2u for the transverse acoustic phonon, where the phonon
propagation angleu is measured from the perpendicular direction with respect to the polymer-chain axis. The
u dependence is strongly related to the one-dimensional freedom constrained in each copolymer chain.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.051804 PACS number~s!: 82.35.Lr, 78.35.1c, 77.80.Bh, 77.84.Jd
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polyvinylidene fluoride~PVDF! has been known as
unique polymer material with strong piezoelectric and py
electric activities since the late 1960s. In 1974, the ferroe
tricity of PVDF was confirmed by the observation of aD-E
hysteresis loop in this organic polymer material@1#. How-
ever, the expected paraelectric-ferroelectric phase trans
~PFPT! has not been detected below the melting temperat
Random copolymers consisting of vinylidene fluoride a
trifluoroethylene, P@VDF/TrFE#, have been found to be
ferroelectric polymers and undergo a PFPT below the m
ing temperature@2#. Because of their strong piezoelectric a
pyroelectric activities, suitable for many industrial applic
tions, the physical properties of P@VDF/TrFE# films have
been intensively investigated@3,4#. The PFPT is first order
and accompanied by a large thermal hysteresis in the P
temperatureTc . It is considered to be an order-disorder tra
sition between the dynamically disordered polymer cha
predominantly composed oftrans-gauche-trans-gauche8
(TGTG8) sequences with partlytrans-trans(TT) sequences
above Tc and all trans (TT) chains belowTc . Since the
PFPT is strongly correlated with the rearrangements of
intrachain conformations as well as the interchain configu
tions, it is important to prepare single-crystal films wi
100% crystallinity and free from lamellar structure for u
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derstanding of the microscopic mechanism of the PF
However, preparation of single-crystal films was difficult
practice.

Recent improvements of crystallization techniques
P@VDF/TrFE# copolymer films by Ohigashi and co-worke
made it possible to prepare highly ordered single-crystal
~SC! P@VDF/TrFE# films with 75/25 molecular ratio, which
hereafter we abbreviate as SC 75/25 films, with almost 10
crystallinity and free from lamellar structure@5,6#. In their
SC 75/25 films, spontaneous polarization appears perp
dicular to the polymer chains aligned within the film plan
but is inclined 630 ° from the surface normal unde
(30–80)3106 V/m of poling electric field@5#. Because of
the ferroelectric twin structure, the films are not perfe
single-crystal films, but SC or twinned films. Ohigashi a
co-workers have investigated the physical properties of
75/25 films using a variety of experimental techniques
cluding piezoelectric resonance@5#, dielectric spectroscopy
@6,7#, x-ray diffraction ~XRD! @7#, electro-optical spectros
copy @8,9#, and shear velocity measurements@7#. The PFPT
occurs atTc;127 °C during heating andTc;78 °C upon
cooling, and the SC 75/25 film melts atTm;149 °C @6,7#.
XRD results indicate that the polymer chains are arrange
a honeycomb structure withD6h symmetry across the film
aboveTc @5#. The sixfold axis coincides with the polymer
chain direction within the film plane. BelowTc the honey-
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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comb arrangement of the polymer chains is slightly distor
into a base-centered orthorhombic arrangement withC2v
symmetry. The ferroelectric axis is the shortestb axis of the
orthorhombic cell.

Brillouin light scattering~BLS! is the best technique to
investigate the elastic properties of thin film materials, li
polymer films. BLS studies of the PFPT in P@VDF/TrFE#
films have been performed by Kru¨ger and co-workers
@10,11# and by Liu and Schmidt@12#. Both groups measure
the sound velocity~V! of the in-plane longitudinal acousti
~LA ! phonons, which propagate parallel and perpendicula
the polymer chains, as a function of temperature. Accord
to their results, in spite of the strongly first-order nature
the PFPT, the LA velocities exhibit a broad down st
aroundTc as temperature increases. This behavior was at
uted to a distribution ofTc within their films. Krüger et al.
reported a similar temperature dependence and thermal
teresis between the mass densityr and the elastic constan
C5rV2 @11#. There is another interesting observation th
the Tc values deduced from the LA velocities are differe
for the parallel and perpendicular directions with respec
the polymer chain@10,12#. Thus the elastic properties o
P@VDF/TrFE# films near the PFPT are not fully understoo

In our previous report, we studied the in-plane elastic
isotropy of as-grown and poled SC 75/25 films by BLS
room temperature in the ferroelectric phase@13#. We ana-
lyzed the anisotropy by developing two models that ta
account of the ferroelectric domain orientations, and de
mined a set of elastic constants for each model. In orde
elucidate the elastic properties of SC 75/25 films near
PFPT, we continued our BLS studies. In this report,
present the frequency and width of the in-plane LA phono
propagating parallel and perpendicular to the polymer cha
as a function of temperature up to;140 °C through the
PFPT. We also examined the in-plane phonon width ani
ropy at 24.0 °C in the ferroelectric phase.

II. EXPERIMENT

SC 75/25 films with almost 100% crystallinity were pr
pared at the Faculty of Engineering, Yamagata Univers
The as-grown SC 75/25 films were provided as a long sh
14350 mm2 in size along the polymer-chain direction. Th
details of the SC film preparation techniques were repo
in Refs. @5,6#. Since as-grown and poled films are found
be elastically identical in the ferroelectric phase, at leas
room temperature@13#, we only examined as-grown SC film
with thickness of;40mm in this study.

The BLS studies were performed at Ishinomaki Sen
University ~ISU!. We employed a 90A scattering geomet
which allows us to examine the in-plane acoustic phon
@13,14#. For this PFPT study, we prepared an oven suita
for the 90A scattering geometry at the machine shop of
Research Institute for Scientific Measurements~RISM!, To-
hoku University. With this oven we can rotate a samp
holder with an accuracy of61 ° from outside the oven. The
holder temperature was regulated within an accuracy of
ter than60.1 °C over two hours up to 160 °C using a brid
regulator with a platinum resistance sensor and a pro
05180
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tional regulator with a differential-type copper-Constant
thermocouple~CCT! to compensate temperature differen
across the holder. The holder has a hole of 3 mm in diam
with 45 ° edges to accept the incident and scattered bea
The sample temperature was monitored by another C
placed just beside the hole. The as-grown SC 75/25 s
was cut into small pieces (;737 mm2) and a piece of the
SC 75/25 film was placed inside the holder to ensure g
thermal contact and uniformity.

Inelastically scattered light, excited by ap-polarized line
at 532 nm from a solid state laser with power of;150 mW,
was analyzed using a (313)-pass tandem Fabry-Pe´rot inter-
ferometer~FPI! and detected by a thermoelectrically cool
photomultiplier tube followed by photon counting electro
ics @15#. Several FPI mirror spacings between 5 mm and
mm were used. In order to minimize possible local heat
and damage by the laser beam nearTc , we reduced the lase
output power step by step, finally to;20 mW, above
120 °C. In this study we always performed one-way me
surements of BLS spectra during heating from room te
perature. Because of lower laser power and increasing p
non width, especially for the LA phonon propagating alo
the polymer-chain direction, the BLS signal became ve
weak and typical spectrum accumulation time was over
above;120 °C. Since the BLS spectra became extrem
poor in quality near;140 °C, probably due to premelting
we stopped our measurements around this temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the sake of convenience in the following discussio
we define the film coordinates as follows: the polymer-ch
direction within a film plane is assigned to thez axis and the
surface normal to thex axis, and they axis is orthogonal to
them and in the film plane. These film coordinates coinc
with the crystallographic one’s in theD6h phase with the
film z axis as the sixfold axis. Hereafter, we refer to the
film coordinates.

Figure 1 shows the temperature development of they-axis
LA phonon spectrum. Here we make a comment. We alw
have a pure LA phonon along thez axis, which is the com-
mon c axis of the orthorhombic cell for every ferroelectr
domain. On the other hand, for they axis, we have quasia
coustic phonons in general, because of the 60 ° ferroelec
domain orientations around thez axis @13#. Although we
should distinguish a quasi-LA phonon from a pure LA ph
non, we will use the term ‘‘LA phonon’’ even for the
quasi-LA phonon through this report for the sake of conv
nience. Figure 2 shows the temperature development of
z-axis LA phonon spectrum. A weaker peak outside the m
peak on both frequency sides is contamination due to
backscattering component that was generated by the inte
reflection of the incident laser beam at the film/air interfa
Since the frequency ranges displayed in Figs. 1 and 2
adjusted to be the same, it is obvious that thez-axis LA
phonon width is much larger than they-axis LA phonon
width, in spite of its pure LA phonon character.

It is obvious from Figs. 1 and 2 that the phonon wid
increases with increasing temperature for both LA phono
4-2
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BRILLOUIN SCATTERING STUDY OF ELASTIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051804
In order to determine the frequency shift (v0/2p) and the
width (g/2p, full width at half maximum!, we performed
numerical convolution analyses of the spectra by assumi
damped harmonic oscillator~DHO! response function

S~v!}kBT
g

@v22v0
2#21v2g2

~1!

FIG. 1. Temperature development of BLS spectra due to
y-axis LA phonon. BLS spectra within a frequency range
620 GHz are displayed for comparison with thez-axis spectra
displayed in Fig. 2 below. The temperature is indicated on e
spectrum. The broken lines show the baselines of each spectr

FIG. 2. Temperature development of BLS spectra due to
z-axis LA phonon. BLS spectra within a frequency range
620 GHz are displayed. The weak higher-frequency peak out
the main peak is a contamination due to the backscattering com
nent generated by the internal reflection of the laser beam at
film/air interface. The temperature is indicated on each spectr
The broken lines show the baselines of each spectrum.
05180
a

for the LA phonons. We adopted the elastic Rayleigh peak
the instrumental function. The details of the convoluti
analysis are described in Ref.@16#. For a highly damped
oscillator, like thez-axis LA phonon, the peak frequenc
(DnB) and width (gB/2p) do not coincide with the DHO
valuesv0/2p andg/2p. We need to evaluate the peak fr
quency and width using

2pDnB5~v0
22g2/2!1/2 ~2!

and

gB5@v0
22g2/21g~v0

22g2/4!1/2#1/2

2@v0
22g2/22g~v0

22g2/4!1/2#1/2. ~3!

Figures 3 and 4 show the peak frequency (DnB) and width
(gB/2p) of the in-plane LA phonons as a function of tem
perature up to;140 °C. For each LA phonon, the peak fr
quency almost linearly decreases as temperature increas
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FIG. 3. The peak frequencyDnB and widthgB/2p as a function
of temperature for they-axis LA phonon.

FIG. 4. The peak frequencyDnB and widthgB/2p as a function
of temperature for thez-axis LA phonon.
4-3
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to ;100 °C. As temperature further increases up
;140 °C, a broad down step appears in the tempera
range between;100 °C and;130 °C, depending on the
propagation direction. These results are qualitatively
same as the previous results@10,11#. In the 90A scattering
geometry, one can directly evaluate the sound velocityV
from the obtained peak frequency through@14#

V52pDnB /k5lDnB /A2. ~4!

Here,l(5532 nm) is the vacuum wavelength of the las
light, andk52A2p/l is the phonon momentum. Note th
the index of refraction does not appear in Eq.~4!. This is the
most important virtue of the 90A-scattering geometry. O
the other hand, the widths behave in a quite different m
ner. For they-axis LA phonon, the width gradually increase
and then exhibits a broad maximum centered at;120 °C.
However, thez-axis LA phonon width is unusually larg
even at room temperature~for example,;0.9 GHz for thez
axis and;0.17 GHz for they axis!, and continues to in-
crease up to;140 °C. In contrast with the sharp PFPT d
tected by the shear velocity study@7#, the PFPT detected b
the BLS technique is quite obscure.

A. Landau free-energy description

In this section we discuss the elastic properties of
75/25 films near the PFPT using a Landau free-energy
scription. Although this PFPT is first order, the point grou
D6h andC2v satisfy the group-subgroup relation. XRD an
dielectric results@5,6# indicate that this PFPT occurs at th
Brillouin zone center. One can then choose the doubly
generate electric polarizations (Px ,Py) belonging to theEu
representation of theD6h point group as the macroscop
order parameter~OP! of this PFPT. Note that the polariza
tions are specified in the film coordinates. Of course, it
very possible that there can be a microscopic OP that
scribes the conformation changes within a polymer ch
@17#. With the macroscopic OP and thePz polarization com-
ponent, we can construct a Landau free energy as foll
@13#:

GP5
1

2xz
Pz

21
a~T!

2
~Px

21Py
2!1

b

4
~Px

21Py
2!2

1
g

6
~Px

21Py
2!31

d

2
Py

2~Py
223Px

2!2, ~5!

in which we assumexz.0, a(T)5a0(T2T0), b,0, g
.0, d,0, andg13d.0, and ignore a fourth-order term
Px

2Py
2 and a sixth-order termPx

2(Px
223Py

2)2 which are not
relevant in our discussion. Here, we introduce tw
dimensional polar coordinates in the OP space,Px5P sinw
and Py5P cosw. We can then readily obtain three 120
domains specified as follows:w50 for domain I,w52p/3
for domain II, andw54p/3 for domain III. These domains
are accompanied by their antiphase domains I8 (w5p), II8
(w55p/3), and III8 (w5p/3). Of course, this is equivalen
to six 60 ° domains specified asw5np/3 (n50 –5). By
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applying a poling electric field of (30–80)3106 V/m along
the surface normalx axis, the domains II8 and III are con-
verted into the domains III8 and II, and the ferroelectric twin
structure with spontaneous polarizations inclined630 °
from the surface normal appears@5#. However, the in-plane
domains I and I8 are not affected by the poling electric field
The Px

2Py
2 and Px

2(Px
223Py

2)2 terms introduce some distri
bution Dw (565 °) @6# around the stable domain orienta
tions.

In order to discuss the elastic properties near the PF
we introduce the elastic energy and the OP-strain coup
terms. The elastic energy in theD6h phase is given by

Gel5
1

2

C11
(0)1C12

(0)

2
~e11e2!21

1

2
C33

(0)e3
21C13

(0)~e11e2!e3

1
1

2
C44

(0)~e4
21e5

2!1
1

2
C66

(0)@e6
21~e12e2!2#. ~6!

Here, Cij
(0) stands for the bare elastic constant in theD6h

phase and the hexagonality conditionC66
(0)5(C11

(0)2C12
(0))/2

is satisfied. The LA phonons propagating along they andz
axes are pure LA modes in theD6h phase with velocities
given by (C11

(0)/r)1/2 and (C33
(0)/r)1/2, respectively. Next, we

consider the OP-strain coupling terms. Taking account
symmetry properties of the elastic strains and theEu symme-
try of the OP in theD6h point group, one can readily con
struct the OP-strain coupling terms as follows:

Gel-P5A$2PxPye61~Px
22Py

2!~e12e2!%1~Px
21Py

2!

3$B~e11e2!1Ce31D~e4
21e5

2!%

1F~PxPze51PyPze4!. ~7!

Furukawaet al. have shown linear relations between the
duced piezoelectric constants and the spontaneous pola
tion in the ferroelectricC2v phase@18#. The electrostrictive
coupling terms between the OP and the strains in Eq.~7!
result in linear relations between the induced piezoelec
constants and the spontaneous polarization.

Since our film coordinates coincide with the crystall
graphic coordinates for the domain I (Px50 andPy5PS), it
is convenient to start with this domain. Here,PS can be
readily calculated as

PS
25

ub8u1Ab8214a0g8~T02T!

2g8

5
ub8u

2g8
F11A11

4a0g8

b82
~T02T!G , ~8!

in which we assumeg85g13d.0 and b85b2Db.b
,0. Here,Db gives a renormalization of the fourth-orde
expansion coefficient in Eq.~5! through the OP-strain cou
plings in Eq.~7!. After straightforward calculations, one ob
tains a set of elastic constants in both phases as summa
in Table I.
4-4
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As we have already mentioned, thez-axis LA phonon is
always a pure mode with a velocity given by (C33/r)1/2. On
the other hand, the character of they-axis LA phonon de-
pends completely on the ferroelectric domain structure a
ally realized within a film. However, it is possible to sho
that they-axis LA phonon velocity is given by a combinatio
of the C11, C22, C12, and C66 elastic constants. For ex
ample, the effective elastic constant model@13#, in which the
crystallographic elastic constants for each ferroelectric
main are averaged under a common weighting factor of
gives a pure LA mode with a velocity given by@$3(C11
1C22)12(C1212C66)%/8r#1/2. Since we have no informa
tion on the real ferroelectric domain structure realized wit
a film, let us concentrate on theC33 elastic constant. The
electrostrictive coupling between the OP and thee3 strain
results in a step anomaly for theC33 elastic constant atTc .
Within the Landau framework of PTs, the electrostricti
coupling always results in a step anomaly atTc even for
second-order PTs@19#. As given in Table I, theC33 value
below Tc should be smaller than theC33

(0) value aboveTc .
However, this prediction is obviously opposite to the o
served temperature dependence shown in Fig. 4.

We consider the ferroelectric properties of polymers. I
well known that ferroelectric polymers are electrically ve
hard materials compared with the inorganic ferroelectrics,
example, BaTiO3 (Tc;135 °C), KH2PO4, and so on. Fu-
rukawa discussed the ferroelectric properties of P@VDF65/
TrFE35# films using a standard Landau free-energy expr
sion for a first-order PFPT@20#. He could successfully
reproduce the ferroelectric properties of P@VDF65/TrFE35#
films with this free energy, and found that the expans
coefficients are more than two orders of magnitude lar
than those for BaTiO3. With the free energy, one can readi
show that the ferroelectric state in polymers stays in an
tremely deep potential minimum and is very stable aga
external perturbations. Other important information can
deduced from the induced piezoelectricity. The induced
ezoelectric strength of polymer ferroelectrics is about o
order of magnitude weaker than that of BaTiO3 @21#. One
can readily calculate five piezoelectric constants from

TABLE I. Compatibility of the elastic constants between t
D6h andC2v phases. Five independent elastic constants in theD6h

phase split into nine independent elastic constants in theC2v phase.
Here, S and D are defined byS5b12g8PS

2 and D59uduPS
2

14A2/C66
(0) . We haveS.ubu/2 at T5Tc .

FerroelectricC2v phase ParaelectricD6h phase

C115C11
(0)22(A2B)2/S C11

(0)

C225C11
(0)22(A1B)2/S C11

(0)

C335C33
(0)22C2/S C33

(0)

C445C44
(0)1(D2F2xz)PS

2 C44
(0)

C555C44
(0)1DPS

2 C44
(0)

C665C66
(0)24A2/D C66

(0)5(C11
(0)2C12

(0))/2
C125C12

(0)12(A22B2)/S C12
(0)

C135C13
(0)12C(A2B)/S C13

(0)

C235C13
(0)22C(A1B)/S C13

(0)
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~7!, for example,e2352CPS. We havePS50.115 C/m2 for
SC 75/25 film@5# and PS50.26 C/m2 for BaTiO3 @21# at
room temperature. Hence, the electrostrictive coupling c
stants for polymers are roughly estimated to be more t
one order of magnitude smaller than those of BaTiO3. Fi-
nally, one can show using Eq.~8! that the S term (5b
12g8PS

2) in the denominator of the elastic constants
Table I is approximately given byS;ub8u/2 at Tc(5T0
13b82/16a0g8). With these considerations and estimation
we conclude that the predicted step anomaly atTc will be
strongly suppressed by the unusually large denominatoS
which stems from the intrinsic electrical properties of po
mer ferroelectrics. This conclusion may also work for t
y-axis LA phonon. However, we should remind readers t
the conclusion works only for electrostrictive coupling cas
Higher-order couplings, for example, theD(Px

21Py
2)(e4

2

1e5
2) term in Eq.~7!, result in a step anomaly for the tran

verse sound velocities due to the discontinuity ofPS
2 in Eq.

~8! at Tc . Actually, Ohigashiet al. observed a discontinuity
of sound velocity atTc for the transverse mode that prop
gates along thex axis and is polarized along thez axis @7#.

Another difficulty is to explain the temperature develo
ment of the phonon width shown in Figs. 3 and 4. There
two possible mechanisms that contribute to the phonon w
anomaly near PTs. One is due to critical fluctuations and
other is due to the Landau-Khalatonikov process@19#. These
mechanisms are generally expected to work nearTc for
second-order PTs. However, in our case, the phonon wid
have already started to increase even at room tempera
which is about 100 °C belowTc . As already mentioned, the
ferroelectric state in polymer ferroelectrics stays in an
tremely deep potential minimum and is quite stable. Tak
account of the strongly first-order nature of the PFPT, it
quite difficult to understand the elastic properties observe
the present BLS study by the conventional PT approach

B. Dispersion analysis

As a more promising approach to understanding the te
perature dependence of the peak frequency and width,
consider a velocity dispersion scenario. Actually, Omo
et al. detected two relaxations,bc and a in their notation,
from their low-frequency piezoelectric resonance study
low 100 kHz @6#. A prominent change of the LA velocity
along thez axis is associated with thebc relaxation around
213 °C. Thea relaxation takes place around 90 °C. Sin
our BLS frequencies are about five orders of magnitu
higher, one can expect velocity dispersions at higher te
peratures for our GHz frequencies. In order to determ
relaxation parameters, we employed the viscoelastic
sponse function given by@22#

S~k,v!}kBT
G9~k,v!

@v22V~v!2k21vG8~k,v!#21v2G9~k,v!2
.

~9!

Here, we have assumed that the Cole-Davidson~CD! model
describes the velocity dispersion. Then, the real and im
nary parts of the memory functionvG(k,v) are given by
4-5
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vG8~k,v!5@V~`!22V~0!2#k2~cosc! bCD cos~bCDc!
~10!

and

vG9~k,v!5vG0~k,v!1@V~`!22V~0!2#

3k2~cosc!bCD sin~bCDc!. ~11!

Here, V(`) and V(0) are the limiting high- and low-
frequency values of the sound velocity,k is the phonon mo-
mentum already defined, andG0(k,v) is the bare width
without viscoelastic coupling. The exponentbCD in Eqs.~10!
and~11! takes a value between 0 and 1. We also defined
relaxation phasec using

tanc5vt, ~12!

in which t is the average relaxation time. With the respon
function, we repeated the numerical convolution analyse
the spectra@16#. We have five fitting parametersV(`),
V(0), G0 , t, andbCD in Eqs.~9!–~12!. We assumed a linea
temperature dependence ofV(`), which can be expected
from Figs. 3 and 4, and a constant value ofbCD50.4. Once
we determined the rest of the relaxation parameters a
function of temperature, we numerically evaluated the p
frequency and the width of the viscoelastic response func
with least-squares fitted relaxation parameters to comp
with the experimental values ofDnB and gB/2p which are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the experime
results and the CD analysis results for they-axis LA phonon.
The frequencies corresponding to the limiting velocit
@DnB(`)5A2V(`)/l and DnB(0)5A2V(0)/l# and the

FIG. 5. Comparison between the calculated and observed
frequency and width of they-axis LA phonon as a function o
temperature. The solid lines give the calculated peak frequency
width. The broken lines represent the frequencies correspondin
the limiting high- and low-frequency sound velocities and t
bare width: DnB(`)56.11–8.931023t GHz, DnB(0)
55.9644–9.825131023t18.425531025t229.924231027t3

GHz, andG0/2p50.17 GHz, with temperaturet in °C.
05180
e

e
of

a
k
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bare width (G0/2p) are indicated by the broken lines. Th
calculated peak frequency and width are shown by the s
lines. Thus the relaxation time well obeys the Arrhenius l
given by

t5t0 exp~DE/kBT!, ~13!

in which the attempt relaxation time t05(4.0
60.6)310218 s and the activation energyDE50.55
60.01 eV were obtained from a least-squares fit. Note t
the values oft0 and DE depend on the value of thebCD
exponent. We can reasonably reproduce the general tren
the observed temperature behaviors of the phonon freque
and width by the CD dispersion model. We also found tha
bCD exponent of 0.4–0.5 gives the best fit. We have a
performed CD dispersion analyses for thez-axis phonon fre-
quency and width by using the same CD response func
and the relaxation time. The results are displayed in Fig
However, in this case, we needed to introduce a tempera
dependent bare width as shown by the broken line. For
LA phonon, we can also reproduce the general trend of
observed temperature dependence of the phonon frequ
and width. In this way, the velocity dispersion model wi
the CD response function can reproduce the general tren
the observed temperature development of the peak frequ
and width for both LA phonons. Note that the relaxation tim
at 213 °C is evaluated to be;1.631027 s. Therefore, the
BLS velocity dispersion seems to be closely related to thebc
relaxation detected by the low-frequency piezoelectric re
nance study@6#.

ak

nd
to

FIG. 6. Comparison between the calculated and observed p
frequency and width of thez-axis LA phonon. The solid lines give
the calculated peak frequency and width. The broken lines are
frequencies corresponding to the limiting high- and low-frequen
sound velocities and the bare width:DnB(`)510.95
–29.531023t GHz, DnB(0)510.031–12.25731023t
216.00331025t2 GHz, and G0/2p50.8190816.004331023t
21.237331024t218.317331027t3 GHz, with temperaturet in
°C.
4-6
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C. In-plane anisotropy of phonon widths

We have examined the anisotropy of the in-plane pho
widths at 24.0 °C in the ferroelectric phase. Figure 7 sho
the in-plane phonon width as a function of the phonon pro
gation angleu measured from they axis. The LA phonon
width gB/2p corresponds to the bare widthG0/2p in our
dispersion analyses at this temperature. We could not
serve scattering from the transverse acoustic~TA! phonon
~precisely speaking, the quasi-TA phonon! below u.20 °.
The solid lines, which are given bygB(u)/2p50.18
10.72 sin4 u for the LA phonon and gB(u)/2p50.02
10.095 sin2 2u for the TA phonon, well reproduce the ob
served anisotropy. Kru¨ger et al. reported similar but smal
amplitude anisotropy of the in-plane phonon widths for th
P@VDF70/TrFE30# films with a lower degree of crystallinity
(;60%) at 27 °C in the ferroelectric phase@23#.

In order to understand theu dependence in the ferroelec
tric phase, we introduce a physical quantityQ which de-
scribes a one-dimensional freedom constrained in each
polymer chain and couples to the in-plane phonons.
shown in Fig. 6, the bare LA phonon widthG0/2p is almost
independent of temperature below;100 °C, and then gradu
ally increases through the PFPT with further increasing te
perature. This temperature dependence seems to sugges
Q may not be directly related to the driving mechanism
the PFPT. It is quite interesting to note that films with
higher degree of crystallinity exhibit larger amplitude anis
ropy. In such a situation, thez components of the in-plan
phonon amplitudesuz

j ( j 5LA and TA! and wave vectorkz

effectively couple toQ. Taking account of the quasi-LA an
TA characters of the in-plane phonons, we havekzuz

LA

'kuLA sin2 u for the LA phonon andkzuz
TA'kuTA sin 2u/2

for the TA phonon. Thekzuz
j ( j 5LA and TA! terms belong

to the total symmetricA1 representation. Since the ferroele
tric C2v point group possesses four one-dimensional rep
sentations, the allowed couplings between thez component

FIG. 7. Anisotropy of the in-plane phonon width as a functi
of the propagation angleu at 24.0 °C. Here,u is measured from the
y axis. The solid lines are given bygB(u)/2p50.1810.72 sin4 u for
the LA phonon andgB(u)/2p50.0210.095 sin2 2u for the TA pho-
non.
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of the in-plane phonons andQ are the bilinear type whenQ
belongs to theA1 representation or the electrostrictive typ
whenQ belongs to other representations. Then, renorma
ing the sin2u and sin 2u factors into the coupling constants
we have the effective coupling constantsGQ-LA sin2 u and
GQ-TA sin 2u. For both bilinear and electrostrictive coupling
the lowest-order process that contributes to the width is s
ond order, and results in the sin4 u and sin2 2u dependence. In
this way theu dependence of the in-plane phonon widths c
be understood by introducing a one-dimensional phys
quantityQ.

As the most characteristic property of the SC films, O
gashi et al. reported one-dimensional liquid and two
dimensional solid behavior in the paraelectric phase thro
their XRD, dielectric, and shear velocity investigations@7#.
Their results indicate that the chain molecules, essenti
composed ofTGTG8 sequences, rapidly rotate indepe
dently of neighboring chains, and easily slip along the ch
direction in the paraelectric phase. Unfortunately, the ch
dynamics in the ferroelectric phase is not fully understo
Since the SC films behave as three-dimensional solids in
ferroelectric phase, the longitudinal sliding motion of th
polymer chain is greatly suppressed below the PFPT. H
ever, local sliding motion within infinitely long polyme
chains of SC films can be retained in the ferroelectric pha
Q may describe such a local motion. In order to elucidate
physical meaning and dynamics ofQ, we are planning de-
tailed BLS examinations of thez-axis LA phonon at lower
temperatures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The elastic properties of SC 75/25 films were investiga
by BLS in the temperature range between 20 °C and 140
with increasing temperature. The in-plane LA phono
propagating parallel and perpendicular to the polymer-ch
direction were examined. For both LA phonons, the phon
peak frequency exhibits a broad down-step anomaly ab
;100 °C, depending on the propagation direction. The wi
of the y-axis LA phonon exhibits a maximum centered
;120 °C. On the other hand, the width of thez-axis LA
phonon continues to increase up to 140 °C throughTc ,
which was quite obscure in our BLS study. Furthermore,
width is unusually larger than they-axis LA phonon width,
in spite of its pure LA character.

We developed a Landau free energy to discuss the ela
properties. However, we found that the expected s
anomaly atTc from the electrostrictive coupling is strongl
suppressed by the intrinsic electrical nature of polymer f
roelectrics. Instead of the PFPT approach, we applied a
locity dispersion approach using the Cole-Davidson rel
ation model with an exponent ofbCD50.4. Then the
relaxation time well obeys the Arrhenius law witht05(4.0
60.6)310218s andDE50.5560.01 eV. With the CD re-
laxation model, we could reasonably reproduce the obser
temperature dependence of the peak frequency and width
both LA phonons. The velocity dispersion is assigned to
bc relaxation detected by the low-frequency piezoelec
resonance study by Omoteet al. @6#.
4-7
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Finally, we have examined the anisotropy of the in-pla
phonon widths at 24.0 °C in the ferroelectric phase. The
isotropy can be well described bygB(u)/2p50.18
10.72 sin4 u for the LA phonon and gB(u)/2p50.02
10.095 sin2 2u for the TA phonon with the propagatio
angleu measured from they axis. Theu dependence can b
explained by introducing a one-dimensional physical qu
tity Q. However, understanding of the physical meaning a
dynamics ofQ is left for future studies.
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